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• Purpose of an Regional Land Transport Plan 

(RLTP)

• Context for 2018-28 RLTP

• Key challenges

• Public consultation

• RLTP 2018-28 Programme

• Regional Fuel Tax

• Delivering AT’s RLTP Programme –

opportunities and challenges.

Outline of Presentation
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An RLTP:

• Sets out the region’s land transport objectives, 

priorities and measures for at least 10 years

• Includes a 10 year programme of activities to 

support the achievement of the objectives

• Is prepared every 6 years

• In Auckland, the RLTP is:

• Approved by Auckland Transport

• Includes the land transport activities of AT, the 

NZ Transport Agency, and KiwiRail. 

Purpose of the RLTP
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Context for 2018-28 RLTP
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• Better use of existing networks

• Target the most significant challenges

• Maximise benefits from technology

• Make walking, cycling and public 

transport preferred choices 

• Integrate land use and transport decisions

• A safe transport network, free from death 

and serious injury

• A sustainable and                                    

resilient transport                                             

system

Key strategic priorities:

• Safety

• Access

Supporting strategic priorities:

• Environment

• Value for money

Strategic direction

Auckland Plan GPS
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• Government – Auckland 

collaboration

• September 2016 ATAP report 

set broad strategic approach

• April 2018 ATAP update 

provided recommended 2018-

28 transport investment 

programme reflecting  

Government’s and Auckland 

Council’s shared direction.

Auckland Transport Alignment Project (ATAP)
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Key Challenges
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• Auckland is the largest and 

fastest growing urban area in 

New Zealand, and home to 

almost 1.7 million people. 

• Over the next 25 years, 

Auckland’s population is 

expected to increase by more 

than the rest of New Zealand’s 

population growth combined.

• Growth provides opportunities 

to improve prosperity, but this 

will only be realised if these 

can be accessed safely, 

sustainably, conveniently, and 

affordably

Growth

Based on data from Statistics NZ, Subnational population estimates: June 2017
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• Road injuries and fatalities in 

Auckland have decreased steadily 

over the last thirty years to a 

record low in 2012

• However, Auckland has 

experienced substantial increases 

in both serious injuries and 

fatalities on our roads in recent 

years

• 64 deaths, 749 serious injuries 

Safety

NZ Transport Agency Crash Analysis System
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• Longer travel times and poor 

travel time reliability from 

congestion makes it difficult 

for Aucklanders to reach their 

places of work, education, 

healthcare, shopping, 

services, recreation and other 

activities.

• Easier access to jobs and 

education is crucial to 

boosting Auckland’s economic 

productivity and prosperity

Access

ATAP (CEE4) Baseline projections
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• Travel demand exceeding 

capacity on many parts of the 

transport network

• Congestion on motorways and 

arterial roads

• Slower speeds, less reliable 

travel times for people and 

goods

Congestion

Source: Auckland Transport

AM Peak Congestion 
Map

March 2018
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• Increased travel times and poor 

reliability have severe impact on 

freight industry

• Auckland has a nationally 

significant freight logistics 

function

• Goods and services not moved 

efficiently, which has a negative 

impact on everyone in the city

• Substantial growth in freight 

expected

Freight
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• Major challenge to ensure value for 

money in the delivery of major 

transport services and infrastructure

• Significant growth pressures, rapid 

increases in property, land and 

construction costs, and an 

increasing number of parties 

delivering transport infrastructure

• Building in already developed areas, 

such as the city centre, is also 

difficult, with complex infrastructure 

required and disruption to local 

residents and businesses needing 

to be minimised

Value for money

Stats NZ Price indexes for the construction industry: September 2017
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Public consultation
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Draft RLTP and public consultation

• ATAP recommendations reflected in draft RLTP

• Public consultation alongside Council’s Regional Fuel 

Tax proposal

1 to 14 May 2018
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Majority supported the 

RLTP’s transport 

challenges:

• Safety

• Congestion

• Decreases in accessibility

• Impact on the environment

• Supporting growth in the region

RLTP public consultation results

Do you think we have correctly identified the 

most important transport challenges facing 

Auckland?
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• High level of support for 

investment in the areas listed in 

the draft RLTP

• Walking and cycling had least 

support, but still had 66% of 

respondents noting it was 

moderately or very important to 

them

RLTP consultation results

Please indicate how important the following areas 

are to you
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Preference for public 

transport improvements 

to be included in the 

RLTP, followed by 

corridor improvements, 

then walking and 

cycling

RLTP consultation results

Are there any projects or activities you think 

should be included?
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RLTP 2018-28 Programme
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• 10 year land transport programme commencing 1 July 2018

• Includes AT, NZ Transport Agency, KiwiRail and DoC

• Package of $28 billion investment over 10 years

• Funded by:

• AC rates, development contributions, targeted rates and 

Regional Fuel Tax

• NLTF funding – assumes 50% contribution

• Crown funding for City Rail Link

• Third party revenues e.g. fares, parking etc.

RLTP Programme
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• Enable delivery of a safe, reliable and accessible transport  

system that supports and shapes Auckland’s development

• Safety is a core focus

• Public and active transport plays an increasingly important role –

making it safe, integrated and easy to use is critical to success

• Single occupant private vehicles cannot be sustained as the main 

form of movement across the city

• Maximising value of existing infrastructure through optimisation, 

use of technology and influencing travel demand is essential

• Minimising transport impacts on the environment is critical.

Strategic approach



ATAP strategic approach
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Implementing ATAP – rapid transit

Committed Projects
• City Rail Link
• Northern Busway extension to Albany
• Additional Electric Trains

New Projects
• Light rail (City-Mangere/Airport and 

Northwest corridors)
• Eastern Busway (Panmure-Botany)
• Airport-Puhinui bus improvements
• Major heavy rail upgrades - Pukekohe 

electrification, Third Main, other rail 
network improvements

• Further new electric trains
• Albany-Silverdale bus shoulder lanes
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Implementing ATAP - strategic road projects

Committed Projects
• Puhoi-Warkworth motorway
• Northern Corridor (SH1/SH18)
• Southern motorway widening (Manukau-

Papakura)
• Northwest motorway widening (Lincoln Rd-

Westgate)

New Projects
• Eastern Airport Access (State Highway 20B 

upgrade)
• Revised East West Link
• Southern Motorway widening (Papakura to 

Drury)
• Mill Road (phase one)
• Penlink Toll Road
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• Improving high-risk intersections 

and roads (roundabouts, red light 

cameras, more separation between 

people on bikes, cars and vehicles)

• Speed management (lower speed 

limits, traffic calming)

• More safe crossing facilities for 

pedestrians and people on bikes 

(pedestrian refuges, raised zebra 

crossings)

• Road safety and awareness 

programme targeting high risk 

behaviours

• Young Maori road safety 

programme

Safety
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• Urban Cycleways Programme –

completion of programme started in 2015

• Walking and cycling programme – focus 

on short trips to city centre, public 

transport interchanges, schools, local and 

metro centres

• Seapath - shared path Esmonde Rd to 

Auckland Harbour Bridge

• Skypath – shared path across Auckland 

Harbour Bridge

• Manukau Harbour crossing – shared path 

crossing Onehunga and Mangere Bridge

• Regional footpaths programme

Active Transport
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• $275m fund for high-priority 

greenfield areas including Trig 

Road and new Redhills arterial 

connection

• Wainui transport infrastructure

• Crown Infrastructure Partners –

delivery of transport 

infrastructure in 

Drury/Pukekohe/Paerata and 

Wainui east/Silverdale/Dairy 

Flat growth areas

• Local Residential Growth Fund

Supporting growth areas

Auckland Council: The Auckland Plan 2050 Development 

Areas
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• Improvements to existing infrastructure 

and public transport services to help to 

reduce environmental impacts

• Rollout of LED lighting to reduce energy 

use

• Tetratraps – installation of catch pit 

pollution traps  in the city centre, 

industrial areas and marine sensitive 

areas

• Improving maintenance and operational 

practices to minimise environmental 

impacts

• Facilitating the uptake of electric 

vehicles

Environment
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• Intelligent Transport Systems 

Programme to better manage 

congestion, improve safety, and 

reduce disruption and delay

• Network Optimisation Programme –

targeted small to medium scale 

projects to optimise routes e.g. 

coordination of traffic signals, 

optimising road layout, dynamic 

traffic lanes, and management of 

traffic restrictions

• ATOC Integration – to provide a 

single transport operations centre

• T2/T3 priority lanes

• On-demand services

Network capacity and performance

Whangaparaoa Road dynamic lane control trial
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• Integrated ticketing – extend, enhance 

replace AT HOP equipment and systems with 

a new national system

• Metro business technology – improvements 

to support public transport customer 

experience, extend real time system to 

ferries etc.

• Core technology upgrades – to support and 

enhance systems e.g. Journey Planner, web 

and mobile apps, cctv and network upgrades

• Enhanced data collection, predictive 

analytics, and communications

Technology and Information
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Regional Fuel Tax
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Auckland Regional Fuel Tax Scheme from 1 July 2018

• Regional Fuel Tax is 10 cents per litre (+GST) for ten years 

• Covers Auckland region except Great Barrier Island Local Board

RFT critical to funding AT’s RLTP programme

• RFT forecast to generate $150 million p.a.  ($1.5b over ten years)

• RFT enables $4.5 billion of expenditure when NZTA and 

Development Contributions are added

• covers 14 projects for AT

• ‘project’ (for AT) is a collection of projects and programmes

• each project is only part-funded by RFT

• RFT also enables $250 million of operating costs to support RFT 

capital projects.

Regional Fuel Tax (RFT)
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RFT Programme

RFT will also part-fund operating costs for:

• Operating costs of additional EMUs

• Increased bus frequency on Eastern Busway, bus priority routes

• Investigation, analysis, development and stakeholder engagement for the safety 

programme
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• RFT revenue collected by NZTA and paid to Auckland Council

• Auckland Council, in its annual report, must report on:

• Revenue paid to the Council

• How that revenue was applied

• Progress with respect to the programme of capital projects 

supported by the RFT scheme

• AT will be required to provide information on:

• projects that RFT is applied to and its purposes (e.g. capital, 

operating, debt)

• Progress of the RFT capital projects; and

• NZTA subsidy applied to RFT projects

• Performance against the objectives set out in the RFT Proposal 

• Comparable information for services funded by the RFT.

RFT Arrangements
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Delivering AT‘s RLTP 

Programme – Opportunities 

and Challenges
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• AT Programme 2018-28 provides for:

• $10 billion operating expenditure

• $10 billion capital programme for new projects 

and renewals

• Significant increase in annual capital programme -

$744 million in 2018/19 rising to $1.27 billion by 

27/28

• Significant implications for management and 

delivery of AT’s 10 year programme.

AT’s RLTP Programme
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• AT’s RLTP programme a significant step up over next 10 years 

and provides a major opportunity for change 

• But current environment has challenges:

• What’s in the RLTP programme is what is available – there is 

no “spare funding”

• Less flexibility - RFT locks in substantial part of AT’s capital 

programme for 10 years – applying RFT revenue to non-

RFT projects is not possible

• Cost and scope increases, and dealing with new projects  –

how do we deal with new projects

• Growth demands – timing, location, scale and priorities

• Multiple agencies – responsibilities, boundaries and 

interface arrangements.

Opportunities and Challenges
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We are doing our best to respond to 

development but:

• Growth is happening and at 

pace 

• Significant brownfield and 

greenfield growth projected

o Structure plans for FUZ 

land

o Large scale brownfield 

developments e.g. AHP

o Private Plan Changes

• Where should the investment 

priorities be ? 

Responding to Growth 
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• What infrastructure is needed to support growth? 

• Working on getting the information and plugging the knowledge 

gaps e.g. Supporting Growth Alliance, developers/ITAs – a major 

task

• How do we address competing / multiple priorities or conflicting 

outcomes – aspirations for zoning, aspirations for infrastructure 

e.g. roading, public transport, active modes, freight movements, 

the role of place-making … ?

• How do we address and align multiple agency aspirations, 

priorities, timeframes?

• How do we deal with increasing costs of land and infrastructure –

within a limited and largely committed funding envelope?

Responding to Growth (2) 
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• AT working in an increasingly complex environment with a range of 

other agencies in the transport space:

• City Rail Link Limited

• Crown Infrastructure Partners

• HLC/HNZ

• And potentially Urban Development Authority, Infrastructure 

Agency etc.

• Need clarity over:

• Respective roles and responsibilities

• Funding

• Risk allocation

• Interface arrangements

• Essential for AT to engage effectively with all parties to make this work.

Multiple agencies 
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• RLTP is $28 billion programme over 10 years 

• Provides opportunity for a major step forward in addressing 

Auckland’s transport issues 

• Enables delivery of a safe, reliable and accessible transport  

system that supports and shapes Auckland’s development

• Major role for AT in delivering on RLTP – and some 

significant challenges to address

• AT committed to making a significant step up in 

performance, delivery and working with all parties to make 

real progress in Auckland. 

Summary
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Thank You

You can find the RLTP 2018-28 at

https://at.govt.nz/rltp

https://at.govt.nz/rltp
https://at.govt.nz/rltp

